Blue and Brown Flying Geese

Designed by Julie Hendrickson
Featuring the History Repeated Books 1 & 2 Collection by Julie Hendrickson
Size: 68 1/2” x 85 1/2”

Check www.windhamfabrics.com Free Project section to see if there are any pattern updates before you start your quilt
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Blue and Brown Flying Geese

Designed by Julie Hendricksen
Featuring the History Repeated Books 1 & 2 Collection by Julie Hendricksen
Size: 68 1/2" x 85 1/2"
Block Size: 6"

Fabric Requirements:
20 – fat-eighths assorted lights
42 – fat-eighths assorted blue and browns
2 3/4 yards 36008-4 large triangles for blocks and setting triangles
2 1/3 yards 36013-5 borders
3/4 yard 36022-2 for binding
5 1/3 yards backing

Cutting Instructions:
From the assorted lights, cut:
209 – 2 7/8” squares, cutting each in half on the diagonal once for a total of 418 triangles

From the assorted blues and browns, cut:
417 – 2 7/8” squares, cutting each in half on the diagonal once for a total of 834 triangles

From the setting fabric, cut:
66 – 6 7/8” squares, cutting each in half once on the diagonal once for a total of 132 triangles
2 – 9 3/4” squares, cutting each on the diagonal twice for a total of eight setting triangles
1 – 7 1/2” square, cut in half on the diagonal once for a total of two triangles – these are your corners

From your border fabric, cut:
4 strips – 5” x length of fabric

From binding, cut:
8 strips – 2 1/2” x width of fabric

Block Assembly
1. Pick three light triangles and six blue or brown triangles. Sew one light triangle to one dark triangle. Repeat for a total of three half-square triangle units.
2. Sew two half-square units together and add a triangle to one end.
3. Sew one triangle to the end of the remaining half-square unit.
4. Following diagram, sew your three rows together and add the large light triangle to complete your block.

5. Repeat for a total of 131 blocks.
6. Cut 12 of your blocks in half. Remember to add 1/4” to the right of the center to allow for your seam allowance. These will be your set-in triangles for the top and bottom of your quilt.

WINDHAM FABRICS
Pieced Set-In Triangles
1. Follow instructions given in block assembly above but do not add the large light triangle.
2. Repeat for a total 10. Eight half-blocks are used for the set-in triangles on the right side of your quilt.
3. Cut two of your blocks in half (remember to add your seam allowance) to make the two corner blocks of your quilt.

Quilt Assembly
1. Using quilt diagram as a guide, lay out quilt in diagonal rows. You may need to baste around the outside edges of your quilt before adding your border. Some of your edges are on the bias.
2. Measure down the center of your quilt. Cut two borders to this length and add to the sides of your quilt. Now measure across the center of your quilt and cut two additional borders to this length. Add to the top and bottom of your quilt.

Quilt and Bind

For questions about this quilt, please contact Julie Hendricksen at: julie@jjstitches.com

Be sure to visit www.windhamfabrics.com to see the complete collection and to download other Free Projects